
 
September 28, 2006, 
 
RE: FIDH Open Letter to the Members of the Security Council on Burma-
Myanmar 
 
Excellencies, 
 
The International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH) welcomes the decision of the United 
Nations Security Council to put the situation of Burma-Myanmar on its agenda. This significant 
step, which FIDH urged the Security Council to take in an open letter released earlier this year, 
will enable the Security Council to finally address the escalating human rights violations 
perpetrated by the Burmese regime, the military junta known as the State Peace and Development 
Council (SPDC), the growing humanitarian crisis, and the increasing threats to Burma’s 
neighboring countries and the entire region.  
 
FIDH, along with numerous other international human rights organizations and movements, calls 
upon the Security Council to adopt urgently a binding, yet non-punitive resolution on the 
situation in Burma-Myanmar under Chapter VI of the U.N. Charter.  
 
FIDH takes this opportunity to address the remaining concerns held by some members of the 
Security Council that a resolution on Burma does not fall within the Council’s mandate, that the 
situation in Burma does not constitute an international threat to peace and security, and that it 
would therefore set a negative precedent for Security Council action. FIDH strongly considers 
that all these concerns are entirely without foundation. On the contrary, a Security Council 
resolution is not only justified, but urgent and essential. 
 
Action by the Security Council on Burma constitutes a very last resort  
 
Despite more than 28 resolutions adopted by the U.N. General Assembly and the Commission on 
Human Rights, calling for national reconciliation and democratization in Burma, as well as the 
actions undertaken by the U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan and his office over the past ten 
years, and the four envoys to Burma mandated by the U.N. Commission on Human Rights, the 
SPDC’s unlawful methods of political and ethnic repression have intensified and consolidated.  
 



FIDH believes in the necessity of a U.N. envoy and appreciates the progresses accomplished by 
the U.N. Under-Secretary for Political Affairs, Mr. Ibrahim Gambari. However, only days after 
his most recent visit to Burma, in May 2006, during which he was allowed to meet briefly with 
Aung San Suu Kyi and called for her release, her detention was once again arbitrarily prolonged 
for yet another year.   
 
The Burmese military junta has not undertaken any action in favor of national reconciliation since 
Mr Gambari’s last visit. On the contrary, in mid-September 2006, the regime publicly declared 
that it will never engage in discussions with the National League for Democracy (NLD) and 
ethnic minorities. NLD leaders and democracy activists have increasingly been subjected to 
harassment including arbitrary arrests, humanitarian organizations and U.N. agencies remain 
unable to carry out their missions to help the thousands of displaced, and practices of forced labor 
and forced relocation remain widespread.  
 
It is therefore clear that it is only with the backing of a Security Council resolution that there is 
any hope of the recommendations of the U.N. envoy having an effective and lasting impact on the 
Burmese regime.  
 
 
There is abundant precedent for a Security Council resolution on the situation in Burma-
Myanmar, which constitutes a threat to international peace and security 
 
By voting to put the situation in Burma on its agenda, the Security Council has acknowledged 
that the situation constitutes a threat to international peace and security. Furthermore, it is clear 
that the current situation in Burma entirely fulfils the criteria that have justified previous Security 
Council resolutions and in fact represents a uniquely severe situation in which urgent Security 
Council action is essential.  
 
FIDH highlights the findings of the report commissioned by former Czech President Václav 
Havel and South Africa’s Nobel Peace Prize winner Archbishop Desmond M. Tutu. This report 
provides a comprehensive study of past Security Council resolutions and identifies five key 
factors expressly cited by the Security Council in its country resolutions: 

1) Overthrow of Democratically-Elected Government,  
2) Conflict Among Factions,  
3) Humanitarian and Human Rights Violations,  
4) Refugee Outflows, and  
5) Other Transnational Effects such as drugs trafficking 

One or more of these factors was cited in the Security Council resolutions on Sierra Leone (1132, 
1997), Afghanistan (1076, 1996), Yemen (924, 1994), Haiti (841, 1993), Rwanda (812, 1993), 
Liberia (788, 1992), and Cambodia (668, 1990). Yet, all five factors apply to the current situation 
in Burma-Myanmar.  
 
Overthrow of Democratically-Elected Government 
In 1990, the military junta agreed to hold democratic elections. Burma’s NLD and its allies won 
over 82% of the vote. Since then, the junta has refused to transfer power to the elected leaders of 
the country. The Burmese junta has detained 1156 political prisoners over the past eighteen years, 
including 392 representatives of the NLD.1 Recently, the SPDC has further increased political 

                                                 
1 On September 27, 2006, the three most prominent student leaders of Burma, Min Ko Naing, Ko Ko Gyi 
and Htay Kywe were arrested by the Burmese military regime. All had already served over 15 years in 
prisons. They were released in 2004 and 2005 and since then, they have been working tirelessly to bring 
about the democratic changes in country by peaceful means. 



repression, especially towards the NLD, forbidding them from assembling or giving press 
conferences.  
 
Humanitarian and Human Rights Violations 
Throughout 2006, the military junta has significantly intensified its attacks on civilians, mostly on 
the Karen minority in East Burma. The destruction and burning down of 3,000 villages, killings, 
acts of torture, enrolment of children as soldiers, 800,000 forced workers and systematic rape, 
have forced, within a few months, more than 16,000 men, women and children to flee their homes 
and take refuge in the jungle, adding to the 500,000 to 1,000,000 internally displaced.  
 
This dire humanitarian crisis is worsened by the increasingly strict conditions imposed by the 
Burmese regime on humanitarian organizations such as Medecins Sans Frontieres and other 
international NGOs, in some cases amounting to a complete denial of access, so that they are 
unable to reach the internally displaced facing the greatest needs.   
 
These blatant violations of human rights contravene the universally-accepted cornerstones of 
international treaties and customary international law which the United Nations endeavors to 
defend and implement. 
 
Refugee Outflows and Conflict among Factions 
Hundreds of thousands have sought refuge in neighboring Thailand, India, Bangladesh, Malaysia 
and China adding to the million that had already been forced to flee their own country. The Thai 
border controls have recently been struggling to cope with such an exodus of refugees. There are 
currently more than 140,000 refugees living at the border in fenced camps, where Burmese 
civilians are denied the permission to work and can only survive with humanitarian aid.  
 
Furthermore, the Burmese regime’s assaults on ethnic minorities and its intensification of 
political repression in Rangoon and elsewhere represent a growing risk of an outburst of civil war 
which would inevitably cause further instability in the region, and an even greater human exodus 
to neighboring countries.  
 
Other Transnational Effects  
* Drugs trafficking 
Burma is the world’s second largest producers of heroin and opium and a world leader producer 
of amphetamine-type stimulants. Drug production and trafficking presents a clear international 
threat. Among the wide range of violations in Burma, this element is only one more reason to 
justify a Security Council resolution. 
 
* “Health crisis along Myanmar-Thai border comparable to Africa's worst war zones” (The 
International Herald Tribune – the Associated Press) 
Recent academic studies have demonstrated that the humanitarian crisis caused by the junta is not 
restricted to within Burma, but has ever-increasing spillover effects reaching the entire region.   
 
A study conducted in September 2006 entitled, “Chronic Emergency: Health and Human Rights 
in Eastern Burma”,2 found that child and maternity mortality rates are comparable to some of the 
worst war zones in Africa such as Somalia, Angola or Rwanda. Of every 1,000 children born in 
eastern Burma, where junta soldiers are repressing ethnic minorities, 221 will be dead before their 

                                                 
2 Study by the Back Pack Health Worker Team, available at 
http://www.burmacampaign.org.uk/reports/ChronicEmergency.pdf.  See “Health crisis along Myanmar-
Thai border comparable to Africa's worst war zones: report” International Herald Tribune, The Associated 
Press, September 7, 2006. 



fifth birthday, a rate higher than in the Democratic Republic of Congo, one of Africa’s poorest 
nations. 
 
Thai senator Jon Ungphakorn made clear in the foreword to that report that the crisis is not 
limited to Burma but affects the region. He said: “It is becoming increasingly clear that many of 
the burdens arising from the tyrannical rule in Burma are no longer borne by the people of 
Burma alone.”  
 
Deadly and new diseases are rapidly spreading amongst neighboring populations of at least 6 
countries. In a report issued in March 2006 by the John Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public 
Health, researchers concluded that “for both malaria and TB, multi-drug resistance generated by 
Burma’s weak programs for drug control are increasing drug resistance in Thailand and India and 
threatening to undermine the only effective regimens for drug resistant Plasmodium falciparum in 
South and Southeast Asia. … Resurgent drug resistant malaria and TB have the potential to 
threaten enormous populations. HIV spread related to Burmese heroin exports has already done 
so and affects India, China, Thailand, Vietnam, and, most recently Bangladesh.”3 
 
Security Council’s thematic resolutions have placed a clearer and stronger duty on its 
members  
 
On April 28, 2006, when voting Resolution 1674 on the Protection of Civilians in Armed 
Conflicts, the members of the Security Council agreed on “the importance of taking measures 
aimed at conflict prevention and resolution,” without limiting this objective to international 
conflicts alone. Most importantly, this resolution highlighted the fact “that the deliberate targeting 
of civilians and other protected persons, and the commission of systematic, flagrant and 
widespread violations of international humanitarian and human rights law in situations of armed 
conflict, may constitute a threat to international peace and security.” The situation in Burma, 
which falls directly under Resolution 1674, should be analyzed in the light of the Security 
Council members’ commitment to “consider such situations” and “adopt appropriate steps.” 
 
Furthermore, the adoption in October 2000 of Resolution 1325 on Women, Peace and Security 
specifically addresses the role and experience of women in the context of armed conflicts and 
calls for an end to impunity for gender-based abuses. It calls upon the UN Security Council itself 
to take measures to implement this resolution. Provisions of Resolution 1325 have since been 
implemented in diverse conflict or post-conflict situations, including in Afghanistan, Colombia, 
Timor-Leste or Democratic Republic of Congo. 
 
Because women and the girl child suffer the most from forced displacement and from the use of 
rape as a weapon of war by the military junta, this resolution gives further justification to the 
Security Council to take action on Burma, while Aung San Suu Kyi is the living example of how 
politically active women are treated by the Burmese regime. 
 
Finally, numerous Resolutions on Children and Armed Conflict have been adopted by the 
Council (1612, 1539, 1460, 1379, 1314, 1261), calling upon all members to move from 
expressions of concern to action in specific situations. Resolution 1539 from April 2004 states 
that the Security Council “stress[es] its determination to ensure respect for its resolutions and 
other international norms and standards for the protection of children affected by armed conflict.”  
 

                                                 
3 “Responding to AIDS, TB, Malaria and Emerging Infectious Diseases in Burma: Dilemmas of Policy and 
Practice March 2006”, a report by the Center for Public Health and Human Rights, Department of 
Epidemiology, John Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, March 2006, available at 
http://www.jhsph.edu/humanrights/burma_report.pdf, (Page 8).  



The fact that the Burma military junta forces more children to become soldiers than any other 
country in the world, i.e. 70,000, should in itself be sufficient for the Security Council to address 
the issue, and to take all necessary steps to save Burmese children’s lives. 
 
The Security Council has increasingly recognized that internal conflicts do affect the stability and 
security in a given region.  Furthermore, FIDH believes that the only sustainable way to obtain 
and maintain international peace and security is to ensure that regimes do not systematically 
violate human and civil fundamental rights against their own populations.  
 
Only a resolution from the highest body of the United Nations, calling on the military junta to 
engage in peaceful national reconciliation and to put an end to the widespread human rights 
violations can provide some hope for peaceful and transitional change in Burma. As FIDH 
stressed in this letter, there are abundant precedents and commitments from the Security Council 
to justify a resolution.  
 
FIDH considers that such action constitutes a means of last resort and urges all members of the 
Security Council to vote in favor of such a resolution before the end of the year 2006. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

Sidiki Kaba, 
President, 
International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH) 
 
 


